
Year 13 Revision Advice for the Easter Holidays 

Year 13 study leave starts on Thursday 16th May and between tomorrow and then you have 32 school days left 

at St Laurence!  

Revision now has to be your number one priority with the aim over Easter being for you to spend approximately 5 

hours revising each day. Our advice would be to treat each weekday over the Easter break and at least one of the 

days at the weekend between now and your first exam as a school day and begin your structured revision by 9am.  

Studies suggest that revising in blocks of between 30 to 40 minutes with no distractions such as a mobile phone is 

the most effective before having a 10 minute break before starting again. At the start of the next subject session 

can you remember everything you revised in the last session is a good place to start a session, it is advisable to 

mix the sessions up in order for the 5 hours to be the most productive. If you need any advice / help making a 

plan then please ask one of the Sixth Form team for help! The sheets we used in Core Enrichment are below as a 

reminder of the most effective techniques that can be used to revise. I emailed these to you as well! 

An example day is below – if followed you would be completing 1 hour 20 mins revision per subject per day or 4 

hours revision.  

Time Activity 

08.00 Get up, shower and have breakfast! Food is energy and energy is King!! 

09.00 – 09.40 Subject 1 

09.40 – 09.50 Break  

09.50 – 10.30  Subject 2 

10.30 – 10.40 Break 

10.40 – 11.20 Subject 3 

11.20 – 11.45 Longer break 

11.45 – 12.25  Subject 1 – can you remember everything you revised in the previous subject session? 

12.25 – 12.35 Break 

12.35 – 13.15 Subject 2 – can you remember everything you revised in the previous subject session? 

13.15 – 14.00 Lunch 

14.00 – 14.40 Subject 3 - – can you remember everything you revised in the previous subject 

session? 

Finish for the day (if possible do what is suggested in the box below) – go and relax 

Before dinner 

/ bed 

Spend 10 minutes on each subject – can you remember what you revised earlier in 

the day? 
 

Other things to consider: 

 Attend revision sessions at school in your subject areas 

 You have to be writing to solidify your understanding and really make your brain work and make 

reinforcing connections that deepens understanding and learning – just reading is not effective!  

 Ask your teachers to mark past questions – there is no point in completing them if they are not marked so 

you know what you can improve on and what has gone well! 

 Wherever possible make your plan realistic and stick to it. Keep copies of the plans so you can see how 

much revision you have completed – this will boost your confidence 

 Concentrate on those specific topics or modules that you are weak on 

 Break down subjects into smaller parts – use the Lietner Box idea we shared in Core and complete the 

hardest content / areas first (see below as a reminder) 

 Work out where you ‘study best’ e.g. your bedroom, Trowbridge or BoA library etc and use that space for 
your revision 

 After a few days assess your revision performance and change your plans accordingly 

 Keep your timetable flexible and be ready to change it if circumstances change 

 Try not to spend the whole day revising one subject 



 

 

 

 

 

If you work effectively and to a routine then I can assure you you’re revision will work and you will retain a huge volume of information. Unfortunately there are 

no short cuts to retaining this information and it will take time and effort but the rewards will be great grades that you are extremely proud of and a brilliant 

summer! 

If you need any help or advice then make sure you ask one of the Sixth Form team or your subject teachers! 

Revision strategies sheet – trialled in Core Enrichment The Lietner Box: to be used to organise a subject’s content 


